
  

                     N.K. BAGRODIA PUBLIC SCHOOL 
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NKBPS/R/2024/7972                          28.03.2024 

Circular 

Dear Parent 
 

As we announce the commencement of our upcoming session, we would like to inform you that as a precautionary step 

kindly take care of the use of Private cabs and cab drivers. The Safety and Security concerns can only be addressed 

meticulously when all of us work in a coordinated and participative manner. Kindly engage the private vans if the school 

transport is not available on a particular route. You are further advised to take care of the following before engaging 

Private Cab for your ward. 

1. The Cab should have a Commercial Registration and should not be more than 15 years old.  

2. The Cab should have electronic speed governor device installed and should run only on C.N.G. 

3. The number of children in the Cab should be as per the Seating Capacity of the Cab. 

4. The Cab should have a First Aid Box and a Fire Extinguisher (Dry powder type). 

5. Ensure that the cab is registered with the Delhi Transport Authority and has a Valid Insurance. 

6. Ensure that the Police Verification of the Driver of the Cab has been done. 

7. The Cab should have four Amber Lights on the top corners and should have Carrier for School Bags. 

8. The Cab should have a Board of 250mm x 250mm (with "School Cab" inscribed with Bold Black Letters on Golden  

    Yellow Background) secured firmly on the front and rear exterior of the vehicle. The Board should display the  

     Name, Address & Telephone number of the Permit Holder (on the rear exterior of the body). 

9. The Cab should have Convex Cross Rear View Mirrors. 

10. The Cab should have Helpline No. (inside & outside) and should have Horizontal Strip painted in the middle of 150  

      mm width in Golden Yellow Colour on all sides. 

11. The frequent changing of the Cab Driver should be avoided. 

12. Ensure to check the condition of the Cab, PUC and the Validity of the License from time to time. 

13. Colour of the Cab: a) New Cab White b) In-use Cab - Any Colour. 

14. Ensure that Van Drivers should follow all the rules and regulations laid down by RTO, Delhi. 

You are therefore, requested to exercise utmost caution while using the private Cabs for your ward. Also, submit the attached Consent  

Slip duly signed by you through your ward to the respective Class Teacher on the day of PTM. 

15. The school will issue an I-Card for the Van Drivers which is mandatory to be carried while picking up the students. 

With regards 

 

 

Prashant Parashar B. 

Principal 

CONSENT FORM 

We certify that this driver ___________________________________________________is known to us and we authorize him to pick 

up our ward from the school. His particulars have been verified by the Police. We also certify that his Vehicle No. 

_____________________ Authority and it is authorized to ply as a School Cab. is registered with the Delhi Transport. 

Signature of Parent ____________________ Name of the Parent _______________________Date ____________________ 

Name_________________________________________ Mobile No.   _____________________________________________ 

Submitted by ____________________ Parent of ____________________ Class & Sec _____________________________ 

Also, deposit the following Documents along with the consent slip: 

1. Copy of the License of the Owner. 

2. Copy of the License of the Driver. 

3. Copy of the Address Proof of the Owner and the Driver. 

4. Copy of the R. C. Permit, DIMTS Slip, Speed Governor Paper and Fitness of Vehicle. 

5. Copy of the Insurance of Vehicle. 

6. Copy of the Police Verification of the Owner and the Driver. 

7. Mobile No. of Owner and the Driver.


